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...can be miraculous for rheumatoid arthritis sufferers.Ã¢â‚¬â€• Health & Healing, Tomorrow's

Medicine Today
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This book is a must read for anyone with an autoimmune illness. The book is very well written and I

found it extremely informative. As I read through the book I was surprised at how much I could

relate to it. I have Rheumatoid Arthritis and regular treatment with conventional doctors consists of

trying to treat symptoms without getting to the root of the problem.Because of this book, I found an

organization (Roadback) that is based on the book and they have a website. They can help you find

a doctor that uses the protocol.

Changed my daughter's life!!!!! She took antibiotics for her JRA starting in 3rd grade and all of her



symptoms went away within a few months. She's in high school now and has no signs of the JRA.

The rheumatologist didn't want us to even try it - she would rather keep my daughter on heavy

drugs. Very disappointing. Get the book!!!! Easy to read.

This is a must read if you have Rheumatoid Arthritis. After reading the book I emailed the people at

http://www.roadback.org/ to find a list of doctors that prescribe the AP therapy. They answered back

in less than 24 hours and we now have a doctor that is treating my wife with AP therapy.

I would rate this book 10 stars if I could. The information in this book encouraged me, a mother of 2

young children, to go to my doctor and begin antibiotic treatment for lupus, after a 2-year struggle

(flare) with constant muscular and joint pain. If you suffer from an auto-immune condition, it is worth

your time and money to read this book and see if the treatment would work for you.

I find this book to be AMAZING! I have researched ad searched. I have read many books trying to

find answers to my 8 year chronic pain disease. This book has so much truthful information that

people like me need to hear and act upon. The medical community needs to be rebuked for the

abuse of patients. Medical professionals myopic and pharmaceutical conditioning have harmed so

many of us. I began the treatment in this book 1 full month ago. It is slow going and has been hard

at times, but I am seeing some very hopeful responses in my illness already. THANK YOU for this

book.

Amazing! I ordered this book after hearing about Dr. Thomas McPherson Brown & another

researcher/doctor who in late 30's-early 40's picked up work done by another doctor years before

who suspected that auto-immune diseases were caused by infection. Dr. Brown was eventually able

to isolate a tiny microcsm called mycoplasma in fluid from patients & soon proved it to be a fact, as

thousands; up to 10,000 afflicted persons, during his lifetime were made better with a simple

antibiotic that wrecked havoc on the tiny microcism which burrow deep into tissues, bones, fluid,

etc., wrecking havoc on the area of the body in which they reside. He never claimed to cure, or

totally eradicate the mycoplasma, but some of the patients refer to themselves as 'cured.' With

some of them, it took years, but whether cured or controlled, the patients are grateful to be mostly

freed from pain; definitely freed from the killer drugs given then by other docs. After struggling for

years to get this system verified via clinicals, it finally happened, but Dr. Brown died before the

POSITIVE results were out. Some of his last thoughts were that, after the clinicals proved positive;



as he knew they would, because of his 100% positive results over his 50 yrs., were of how happy he

was to know that within a short time, no one would have to suffer the fate that most patients were

having to endure at that time. But---didn't happen. Think I recall that it was 2 yrs. before the clinical

results were posted in a small inside paragraph of Arthritis journals. See, Pharms. create & control

not only drugs, but what is taught in med. school concerning them. Doctors are hesitant, if at all to

prescribe a treatment that isn't 'set up' for a particular ailment. The companies sponsor new drug

testing, and they are the judge---on whether THEIR drug should be accepted. (This is an entire

other story, but u can research the subject.) Their money comes from the expensive, constant new

line of killer drugs to be used in this, (and all other fields.) They, nor the doctors who also profit

heavily from them aren't about to have that taken away with the lowely Tetracycline family of

inexpensive, safe meds. This is how it stands today. It's very difficult to find a doctor who does or

will agree to this protocol, so many patients travel great distances to receive it...In the book, u will be

pointed to The Road Back Foundation on internet, only it was in reverse order for me. This site is

the greatest thing ever. There are patients there, some of whom were patients of Dr. Brown when

he died in late 80's (I think) and newer ones who will contact u, if u make a request on the site. I've

spoken with 2 or 3; one of which was Dr. Brown's patient. All have been so helpful and encouraging.

They'll send lists of the handful of known doctors who do use this protocol, altho none of the names

sent me for supposedly participating ones in my area, were...not sure how their names got turned in

as positive....One of the clinicals was held in my city, The University of Ala. Hospital in B'ham, Al.

The doc. who headed up the effort did use it, but has now retired. She gave me couple names of

docs./interns who participated; 2 of which practice here---but do not use it! Unbelievable!! Can only

assume it's the money with them, because eventually it was included in the approved drugs, making

it safe for them to use...."as a last resort!" I have to stop; my blood, and probably blood pressure is

boiling, just talking about it! I truly believe they should be tried & jailed for malicious treatment which

leads to death, when some of them know better, and the others should! (An aunt and friend fall into

this category...my aunt's body was destroyed by the chemo & cortisone after a few years, so that

she begged the surgeon to operate on her back, even tho he said it was impossible and deadly. He

eventually did, when she assured him that if she died, that was O.K.; as she didn't want to live with

the never-ending severe pain anyway. (The Rheumatologist told her he'd done all he could do; that

the 'meds' he'd given her for 7 or 8 yrs. had outlived their usefulness to her...he sent her home, to

the ill-fated surgery, after which she lived few more months. Similar story with a much younger

friend, only not surgery. She died in her sleep, her body loaded with several different drugs. If you

suffer from ANY of the many auto-immune diseases, I would urge u go go this route, whatever;



wherever it takes.

The science behind this book and AP made perfect sense to me.July 19, 2013 our son began the

AP protocol, 100mg minocycline every third day. We kept him on all the rheumy drugs and

monitored the results closely. As his pain lessened so did the heavy drugs. He took his last Humira

shot on September 5. He stopped taking Celebrex on September 30th. The methotrexate stopped

on October 6.Today, 6 months into the AP treatment, our son is in remission.The idea of taking

minocycline every 3rd day indefinitely is manageable. We have our son back. Thank you, Dr. Brown

and Mr. Scammell.

I read the book then asked my doctors to prescribe the treatment, I was on the antibiotic for

approximately 1 year then I went off of the treatment and have not had any problems - I consider

myself cured. Working on getting strength and endurance back to the levels that I had before the RA

symptoms.Read the book and make your own decisions. Hope it works for you as well........
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